Abstract—Current Java Virtual Machine (JVM) fuzzers aim at generating syntactically valid Java programs, without targeting any particular use of the standard Java library. While effective, such fuzzers fail to discover specific kinds of bugs or vulnerabilities, such as type confusion, that are related to the standard API usage. To deal with this issue, we introduce a mutation-based feedback-guided black-box JVM fuzzer, called CONFUZZION. CONFUZZION, as the name suggests, targets security-relevant object-oriented flaws with a particular focus on type confusion vulnerabilities. We show that in less than 4 hours, on commodity hardware and without any predefined initialization seed, CONFUZZION automatically generates Java programs that reveal JVM vulnerabilities, i.e., the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures CVE-2017-3272. We also show that state-of-the-art fuzzers or even traditional automatic testing techniques are not capable of detecting such faults, even after 48 hours of execution in the same environment. To the best of our knowledge, CONFUZZION is the first fuzzer able to detect JVM type confusion vulnerabilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is a piece of software that runs programs, on different computing architectures, represented as Java bytecode. JVMs are widely used in backend and frontend applications, such as Apache spark, desktop and mobile applications, which unfortunately are at risk if the JVM used is vulnerable. For instance, some JVM versions contain type confusions which are critical vulnerabilities allowing attackers to escape the Java sandbox and execute arbitrary code.

In the past 5 years, at least 5 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) such as CVE-2017-3272, allowed performing a type confusion in Java [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Therefore, we focus our research on finding such vulnerabilities inside the JVM. A popular technique to exploit type confusion vulnerabilities in Java is to set the Security Manager to null. This allows bypassing the Java sandbox and getting arbitrary code execution on the host machine with the privileges of the JVM process [6].

A type confusion vulnerability permits breaking the object encapsulation and thus allows reads and writes on object fields that may not be permitted otherwise. While this allows to break out of the sandbox, it also enables to hide control flow from static analyzer tools which assume that the principle of object encapsulation is respected in the programs they analyze. Therefore, type confusion vulnerabilities could also be exploited to hide control flows and thus bypass vetting mechanisms such as the ones preventing malicious Android applications from entering the Google Play store [7].

A potential approach to discovering type confusion is manual code analysis and testing. However, this approach is time consuming, error prone and requires that the analyst has deep knowledge of the target program. Another approach is to use an automated testing approach such as fuzzing which helps at generating corner cases. Fuzz testing refers to a technique that pseudo-randomly generates and executes test inputs with the intent to trigger crashes and reveal issues in a program. Fuzzing techniques are frequently used to automatically uncover bugs and potential security vulnerabilities. In recent years, AFL [7] has been the reference fuzzer for C and C++ programs. Though, fuzzers are becoming more popular in all kind of languages: C, C++, and Java [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16].

Type confusion is usually caused by missing checks, on the JVM, allowing attacker controlled objects in either the C++ or the Java code of the JVM. Therefore, to uncover such vulnerabilities one needs to check whether the Java code of the JVM has any missing checks. Therefore, fuzzers have to generate Java programs that are syntactically valid and use the standard Java API in such a way that checks all API-related entry points. In other words, the semantics of the programs generated by the fuzzers need to explore the different combinations of the Java API usages. This, of course, defines

1 Android apps are written in Java and rely on the Java Class Libraries.
A very large space for the fuzzer.

Current research on Java fuzzers [14] [17] [15] [16] is focusing on testing Java programs and not the JVMs. This means that existing fuzzers are mutating or generating test inputs of a Java program that runs on a JVM. For example, if the Java program processes XML documents, the Java fuzzer generates XML documents. As a side effect of testing Java programs, current Java fuzzers only partially and indirectly test a subset of the JVM methods. They are thus highly unlikely to test all possible JVM method calls and situations that may lead to a type confusion.

JVM fuzzers do not generate inputs for Java programs, but for the JVM. That is to say they generate Java programs which are given as input to the JVM. State-of-the-art JVM fuzzers, such as ClassFuzz [18] or ClassMing [19], mainly target the Java parser and the language features but not the Java API. Thus, by design, they lack mutation operators that add JVM method call instructions limiting the exploration of the API usage. Of course, this is happening in order to allow them to focus on the language features and avoid spending time on JVM method combinations. They also rely on user-defined sets of test cases (frequently called seeds), that define the program ingredients to be used when generating tests. Unfortunately, these two choices, by design, limit the ability of these fuzzers to discover type confusion vulnerabilities when starting from scratch.

CONFUZZION creates Java programs through successive mutations starting from a – potentially empty – seed program. At each iteration, a new Java program is tested and executed inside the JVM in order to generate a syntactically and semantically valid complex program that may contain a type confusion. In essence we evolve a Java program by searching for possible valid JVM method call combinations that may lead to a type confusion. This is a fundamental difference from existing approaches and one way to address the problem of revealing type confusion vulnerabilities.

All-in-all our approach aims at testing the semantic usage of APIs within Java programs, with particular focus on the Java API and type confusion bugs. Another important characteristic of our approach is that it can be used to test the JVM evolution. In particular, one can define a list of JVM classes and methods that have been changed/evolved since the last release, which will be used by the fuzzer, i.e., they will be instantiated and tested on different combinations of statements. This allows reducing the space of programs that the fuzzer will target and direct testing towards the most risky method invocations.

Overall, CONFUZZION is the first tool, to our knowledge, that targets the semantic usage of Java APIs wrt type confusion. Since CONFUZZION generates programs, it is conceptually close to compiler testing [20]. Though, our target is the JVM and not the Java compiler. Nevertheless, according to Chen et al. [20] very few compiler testing techniques focus on Java and none of those target type confusion.

In this paper we make the following contributions:

- We design Confuzzion, a novel black-box JVM Fuzzer able to find type confusion vulnerabilities. Confuzzion is a solid open-source code base for future development in the field of Java security research. To the best of our knowledge, Confuzzion is the first Fuzzer of its kind.
- We compare the Fuzzer to state-of-the-art JVM Fuzzers and automated testing tools targeting the JVM.
- We evaluate the Fuzzer and show that it can find real-world vulnerabilities in a reasonable amount of time (hours). CONFUZZION finds, for example, the type confusion known as CVE-2017-3272 [4] with a median time of 4 hours.

II. Motivation

A type confusion is a wrong assumption of an object’s type at execution time. This means that the object’s type at runtime is incompatible with the object’s type at compilation time. In Java, type confusions are critical vulnerabilities since they allow to disable the security manager and thus evade the Java sandbox [6].

A. Type confusion vulnerabilities are a major issue in Java

Type confusion vulnerabilities in Java are prominent. To demonstrate this fact, we examined the extend to which the 100 most recent public Java releases/updates have confusion type vulnerabilities. In particular, we checked the extend to which 5 known confusion vulnerability CVEs, listed in Tables I, affect the Java versions and updates from 1996 to 2020. Java versions range from 1.6 to 14, i.e., version 1.6 update 1 to update 45, version 1.7 update 0 to update 80, version 1.8 update 5 to update 251, version 9 update 0 to update 4, version 10 update 0 to update 1, version 11 update 0 to update 6, version 12, version 13 update 0 to update 2 and version 14 update 0 to update 1. Interestingly, we found that 76% of the above Java releases are affected by at least one of these 5 CVEs. This is alarming as it suggests that the sandbox mechanism can be completely bypassed on at least 76% of the Java releases. Moreover, the actual percentage is probably much higher, as we only considered CVEs which we know for sure are type confusion vulnerabilities.

B. Existing fuzzers are not designed to find type confusion vulnerabilities

State-of-the-art JVM fuzzers such as ClassFuzz [18] or ClassMing [19] aim at testing the Java parser and the generic functionality of the JVM thus they do not explore the conformance of the Java API usage within programs. This is because these fuzzers do not search for combinations of method invocations, i.e., the mutation operators they use do not include any operator that adds invoke instructions. Moreover, existing fuzzers heavily rely on the properties of user defined sets of test cases, called seeds. Unfortunately, this reliance introduces a risk of missing vulnerabilities contained on methods that are not called by the user defined tests/seeds. Even when seeds contain calls to the vulnerable method(s), the fuzzers are still unlikely to recreate the triggering conditions since they do not explore different method call combinations. In other words, seeds are unlikely to have the right triggering
set of method invocations (typically includes multiple different method invocations).

State-of-the-art JVM fuzzers are also limited by the way they operate. In particular, existing fuzzers rely on differential testing. This means that they test the two JVMs and contrast their results. Though, if the two JVMs contain the same vulnerability, they will not detect it because the output would be the same. This situation calls for the development of a new approach to detect subtle vulnerabilities in the JVM.

With CONFUZION, we are able to create Java programs from scratch to call any method of the JVM and create the right conditions to trigger the vulnerability. Furthermore, we add post-conditions in every generated Java program to check if there is a type mismatch. This enables to automatically flag any type confusion vulnerability that is triggered during the execution.

In the next section, we provide the necessary background on fuzzers technologies.

III. BACKGROUND

In this section, we describe the required background related to fuzzers as well as the JVM environment. In Section III-A we briefly describe what fuzzers are and the different flavors of fuzzers. Then, in Section III-B we explain the architecture of the Java virtual machine and its environment as well as the difference between Java fuzzers and JVM fuzzers.

A. Fuzzers

The general goal of a fuzzer is to generate test inputs, based on random changes, to identify corner cases on a target program. Figure 1 describes a typical feedback-guided fuzzer workflow. The fuzzer first generates an input (step 1). The fuzzer then executes the target program with the generated input (step 2). It then takes feedback from the execution of the target program into account (step 3) to generate a new input (back to step 1). If a bug is detected, the corresponding input and all the necessary information to reproduce the bug are logged (step 4). The fuzzer continuously runs until, for instance, a certain amount of time has elapsed.

1) Generator-based fuzzers: Generator-based fuzzing ensures the generation of inputs that verify specific structures and rules to restrict the fuzzing effort to a targeted property or level of the system under test. This further maps to Grammar-based fuzzing if the generator is following a given grammar. Similarly, model-based fuzzing refers to a generator following a model of specifications. In every iteration, the generator constructs inputs by taking a sequence of selection decisions.

A mutation-based fuzzer starts with a potentially empty seed. At each iteration, the fuzzer applies one or more mutations to generate the next input. Frequently used mutation operators include bit-flip and adding/removing bytes. The fuzzer either finds a new interesting input that crashes the program or uses the new input as the next seed.

In the case of generator-based fuzzers, the mutation is applied on its sequence of decision. So instead of mutating the final generated input we mutate the sequence inferring it according to the guidance and its sensors (coverage, exceptions, etc.). In the end, the seed controls the random behaviour of the generator but not directly the end result that is created according to the generator rules.

CONFUZION is a mutation-based fuzzer since it keeps the same inputs and continuously change them using mutation operators.

2) White, Grey and Black-box fuzzers: The color code represents the visibility of the target program’s code from the fuzzer’s perspective. A white-box fuzzer has complete knowledge of the source code of the target program. A grey-box fuzzer has partial knowledge of the source code. Finally, a black-box fuzzer has no knowledge of the source code. The intermediate ‘grey-box fuzzer’ terminology is often used when only the compiled binary of the target program is available. In this case the fuzzer has no direct knowledge of the source code. This type of fuzzing allows to instrument the binary target program to have, for instance, code coverage information on closed-source programs. CONFUZION is a black-box fuzzer since it has no knowledge of the source code of the target JVM.

3) Feedback: After execution of the target program on a generated input, the fuzzer has access to feedback information. This could, for instance, be code coverage (has the new test covered more code than the previous test?) or information about the execution state (has the target program crashed? which function has crashed?). This information is used by the fuzzer to, for instance, rank inputs and/or generate new inputs. If a fuzzer relies on the code coverage it implies that this is a white-box fuzzer. CONFUZION relies on method crash feedback to generate new inputs.

4) Smart: A fuzzer can be considered as smart if it knows the input structure expected by the program beforehand. Sometimes smart-fuzzing is used to generate inputs that are complex as they need to satisfy a set of syntactic and/or semantic rules prior to be submitted to the target program. In fact, classic ‘non-smart’ fuzzing is really appropriate on binary files but when the structure becomes more restrictive like a grammar-based structure then the fuzzer may take a long time just to generate a basic valid input. That is why smart-fuzzing is useful to generate mostly valid inputs which should be accepted by the program but that can trigger errors as they are covering corner cases. CONFUZION is a smart fuzzer since it knows the structure of Java class files and generates valid class files.

---

2Vulnerabilities usually have a long life-cycle and typically affect multiple releases [21].
A Java and the JVM

1) The Java Environment: A Java program consists of one or more .class files. The entry point of the program is the main method. A Java program runs on a Java virtual machine (JVM) which is written in C++. A Java program and the JVM rely on a set of basic Java classes called Java Class Library (JCL). The JCL is shipped with every JVM. The JCL contains classes such as java.lang.Class, java.lang.String and java.io.File. It provides a basic layer to access the filesystem, the network, cryptographic primitives, etc. Together, they form the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). The JVM loads class files through a class loader. The class loader checks the structure of the class files as well as syntactic and semantic properties of their code.

2) Java Program Fuzzers: A Java fuzzer aims at testing the implementation of a Java program. As illustrated in Figure 2 (top), a Java fuzzer generates input to a Java program, executes the target program with the generated input and analyzes feedback information from the execution of the Java program. Kelinci [15] and JAVA-AFL [16] are examples of Java fuzzers. They instrument the bytecode of the target program to extract coverage information.

3) JVM Fuzzers: A JVM fuzzer aims at testing the implementation of a target JVM. As illustrated in Figure 2 (bottom), a JVM fuzzer does not generate input for a Java program. Instead, it generates input to a JVM. This input is actually a Java program. The JVM fuzzer then executes the generated Java program on the JVM and analyzes feedback information from the execution of the Java program. ClassFuzz [18] and ClassMing [19] are examples of JVM fuzzers. Moreover, they are differential fuzzers for the JVM. This means that a given generated input is executed on a reference JVM and on the target JVM. If the feedback of the two executions differs, an inconsistency is detected. Confuzzion is also a JVM fuzzer.

IV. THE CONFUZZION APPROACH

Confuzzion is a mutation-based, feedback-guided black-box smart fuzzer. Its overall architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.

It operates by evolving a single program, hereafter referred to as the master program. Initially, the master program is an empty one or the user defined seed program. The process is then entering a loop where, at each iteration, additive mutations, i.e., mutations that add instructions, are applied to the master program. In order to evolve valid programs, at each step of the process, the mutations that result in invalid programs are discarded, this is done through compilation. We also discard mutations that do not conform to some additional checks; we check some basic semantic properties of the mutations, such as the number of arguments given as parameter to a method, and their runtime behaviour, i.e., returning errors and type confusions appearing during execution at the target JVM. To increase diversity, escape from stacking points, i.e., programs that hang on almost all mutations, and avoid bloating [23] we set checkpoints (a predefined threshold number of iterations) at which we backtrack to a previous state. This is happening by selecting a random number of the latest applied mutations, which are reverted. This means that whenever we reach this threshold number of mutations, we backtrack to the master program that appeared before applying this randomly chosen number of mutations and continue the evolution cycle from there.

A. Evolving the master program

1) Generating programs: To reveal type confusions inside the JVM we need to generate programs that are syntactically correct and run properly in the JVM. This is challenging because of the following two reasons: a) the JVM expects highly structured inputs and b) fuzzing requires non-trivial, semantically diverse class files.

To bypass these problems, we generate programs from Jimple [24], which is an intermediate language between Java and Class files. We use Jimple because it is simple, compared to bytecode, and works well together with Soot [25], a popular code analysis framework. Soot provides semantic information about the programs we evolve and thus, it provides vital feedback that helps evolving our test programs.

Another advantage of using Jimple is that it allows generating programs that are semi-valid, i.e., they can run in the JVM but they involve “unusual” constructs and operations, which may be hard to generate using the Java compiler. This is because the Jimple to Class compiler is generally more permissive and generates different bytecode structures than the Java compiler. Interestingly, generating semi-valid programs allows testing the JVM outside the comfort zone shaped by the Java compiler, i.e., Java compiler restricts JVM inputs to only those Class files that can be produced by the compiler. We argue that this can be particularly important because JVM inputs that are not produced by the Java compiler might target part of the JVM which are naturally less tested and can reveal corner cases that attackers may exploit.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF CONFUZZION’S MUTATION OPERATORS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mutation operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>AddClassMutation</td>
<td>generates a new Java class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>AddFieldMutation</td>
<td>adds a new field to an existing class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>AddMethodMutation</td>
<td>adds a new method to an existing class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>AddLocalMutation</td>
<td>adds a new local variable and generates a corresponding object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AssignMutation</td>
<td>assigns an existing value to a new variable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CallMethodMutation</td>
<td>adds a method call and generates the necessary arguments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Mutations and objects: A Mutation is defined as an addition of code inside the master program. Table I enumerates the list of all mutations used in CONFUZZION. For example, AddLocalMutation, a MethodMutation that occurs at the Method level, will add a new local variable with a random type and assign a value. If it is a reference type then it will call the class constructor to build an object and assign its reference to the local variable. With those types of mutations we can build objects and reuse local variables in subsequent mutations. Thus, it will build a complex ordered list of statements inside method bodies.

There are two other types of mutations: Class-level mutations and Program-level mutations. For example, AddFieldMutation adds a new field inside a class and this impacts a whole class and not only a method. AddClassMutation adds a new class to the Program. We define a Program as a list of Classes. This is mainly because some of the type confusions are triggered by the use of new classes that inherit from JCL classes. Thus, to be exhaustive, we need to support Program and Class levels of mutations.

B. Guiding the Search

1) Restricting the Search Space: Proof-of-concepts have shown that type confusion in Java is caused by the use of specific packages of the Java Class Library and by some invalid semantic checks of the JVM. This means that in order to reveal such vulnerabilities we need to use particular classes that will be instantiated and tested on different combinations of statements.

CONFUZZION takes advantage of the above observation and restricts the search in classes that are most important, as specified by the user. This provides decisive advantages in our approach as it allows to thoroughly test specific API classes and to drastically restrict the search space to the points of interests. For instance, one can focus on the classes that were changed in the last release in order to ensure that no new vulnerabilities have been introduced.

2) Handling test bloat: Since all mutations we use are additive, the master program will grow and the fuzzer speed will decrease. This is mainly due to the time needed to compile and execute the program that increases linearly with the size of the program. Therefore, we designed CONFUZZION to be able to revert mutations. As we already discussed, we revert a random number of mutations each time the number of mutations hits a predefined threshold number of mutations. This rewind in time allows us to take a different path of mutations with a different behaviour while keeping a portion of the knowledge acquired with the remaining mutations. That is thanks to the stochastic nature of the process, when reverting a different path in the evolution tree of mutations.

3) Test Feedback and Search Guidance: In every iteration, CONFUZZION takes a sequence of decisions to generate a new input. First, it randomly selects one mutation operator then, it selects the location inside the master program where to apply it.

To better guide the search, CONFUZZION leverages the information gained by the previous executions. In particular, from every execution, CONFUZZION collects the list of called methods and records the frequency that a method was responsible in causing a crash. Then, whenever the fuzzer decides to mutate one of the seed’s method-body, it will exclude the ones not being executed and will select one among that list. Once a method-body is selected, the fuzzer may decide to extend it by adding another instruction. Here, the choice of which method to call/execute depends on its frequency of causing the program to crash, in the previous iterations.

Once CONFUZZION decides to mutate the program with an instruction addition, it selects a method to call from the target classes defined by the user or any other method generated by previous mutations. It favors the selection of complex methods over simple ones, based on the assumption that methods that lead more often the program to crash are more complex, thus more interesting to fuzz, than the ones that always execute successfully. In other words, a method that requires a specific combination of complex arguments is more appealing to re-execute with different parameters than toString()-like methods, which are not very meaningful for objects.

For this purpose, we define a crash density of a method i as a value between 0.0 and 1.0 representing the number of crashes caused by the method over the number of times it was executed. In the initial state, all the densities are equal to 1. We also define D, the sum of all densities:

\[ D = \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i \]

We define \( p_i \) the probability that a method will cause a crash or eventually reveal a vulnerability, thus the probability to be selected for invocation by CONFUZZION. As our fuzzing iterations describe a series of Bernoulli trials, we expect the results to follow a binomial distribution. The computed \( p_i \) reflects the complexity of the method i while remaining always above 0:

\[ p_i = \frac{UCB(d_i, 95\%)}{D} \]

This way, our approach respects the following criteria: (c1)
A method with observed crash density $d$ should be chosen twice as often as a method with a density of $d/2$. (c2) If the crash density of two methods is equal, they should be chosen with equal probability. (c3) Methods with no observed crashes should be kept with a probability more than 0 in order to not kill the possibility of choosing them. (c4) Between two methods with 0 observed crashes, the one with fewer trials should be preferred over the other. We know less about the one with fewer trials and thus may find some new crashes.

The above definitions are borrowed from a technical report of Householder et al. [27]. Unlike the technical report, we do not aim at prioritising seed files but methods. We however, do not use an additional Poisson Distribution approximation because our crashing frequency per method is not as rare as in their case.

C. Vulnerability Detection Checks

To detect a type confusion we add Jimple code at the end of the current modified method by the mutation (if any) and then let the program run. We define a specific Contract [28] for Type Confusion. For each Contract we have a checker that can be added to the code. In order to differentiate between all other types of exceptions, we throw a special type of exception `ContractCheckException` that declares a true contract violation inside this program. This notion of Contract exception is helpful in the case we want to check other types of properties on the generated code.

Listing 1 is a Jimple implementation of a contract responsible to check that a local variable `r2` on the generated code.

```java
if r2 == null goto label1;
if r0 == null goto label1;
label1:

z0 = r2 instanceof java.lang.String;
if z0 == false goto label1;

specialinvoke r3.<ContractCheckException: void
.throw <init>()()>();
label1:

throw r3;
label1:

nop;
```

Listing 1: Jimple code to detect a type confusion on a local variable `r2`.

These parameters may impact the performance of the fuzzer, which we will discuss further in the sections V and VI.

D. Implementation

CONFUZZION’s Java implementation represents 30 classes and 3000 lines of code. It relies on Soot 3.3.0, slf4j-simple 1.7.26, Apache Commons CLI 1.4 and Math3 3.6.1.

One major technical contribution of the proposed approach is its multi-threading capability, which ensures a relatively high fuzzing speed in terms of number of iterations per second. In fact, instead of creating a new JVM instance for every iteration, CONFUZZION operates with only one by running the generated programs in different threads.

The principal configuration possibilities of our current implementation are:

- **Binomial or Uniform**: defines the algorithm of methods selection as a binomial or uniform distribution on the crashes observed. (see IV-B1)
- **Seed** (optional): defines a starting seed program to mutate.
- **TargetClasses**: defines the JVM classes which the fuzzer will use when generating the input programs. (see IV-B1)

In this section, we evaluate our approach efficiency in finding historical confusion types in the corresponding vulnerable JVMs. We explain the best tradeoffs to detect such flaws and compare CONFUZZION with some state-of-the-art automated testing techniques.

To examine the performance of CONFUZZION we design a case study aiming at answering the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: How efficient is CONFUZZION at detecting Type Confusion Vulnerabilities?
- **RQ2**: How efficient is the Binomial Method Selection used by CONFUZZION?
- **RQ3**: What is the impact of small changes in the set of targeted classes by CONFUZZION?
- **RQ4**: How does CONFUZZION compare with state-of-the-art fuzzers?
- **RQ5**: How does CONFUZZION compare with Randoop in terms of type confusion revealing?

RQ1 aims at investigating the ability of CONFUZZION to detect known type confusion vulnerabilities. We simulate a scenario where developers test the JVM versions using CONFUZZION just before their release. In our analysis, we also consider the time needed to detect these vulnerabilities and highlight the importance of the used seed in shortening this time.

RQ2 aims at showing that the efficiency of CONFUZZION’s method selection compared to an alternative uniform selection. RQ3 shows the impact of the selection of the JVM classes to target by CONFUZZION wrt vulnerability detection efficiency. RQ4 aims at showing the strengths of our approach wrt the current state-of-the-art on JVM fuzzing and assesses CONFUZZION’s speed in terms of iterations per second, while RQ5 wrt test generation tools for Java. This last comparison aims at checking whether traditional test generation techniques could work in the particular scenario we investigate.

**Experimental setup**: All experiments in this section are run on a server with an Intel E5-2430@2.20GHz processor featuring 24 cores, 100 Gb of RAM and running Debian.

As we expect our approach to be continuously used, in a real world JVM developing workflow, after every code change (commit), we narrow down the fuzzing search-space

[ reviewers can anonymously access the tool here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/868pc27vqhtl/zip?dl=1. The source code of CONFUZZION will be made available once the paper is accepted. ]
by reducing the code-under-test (CUT) to the changed classes instead of exhaustively fuzzing all the classes and methods of the JVM. Thus, for every targeted CVE in our data-set, we collected the list of classes impacted by this latter’s introducing commit. These classes are listed in Table II

A. RQ1: How efficient is Confuzzion at detecting Type Confusion Vulnerabilities?

To illustrate how Confuzzion can detect type confusion vulnerabilities, we perform two experiments to find CVE-2016-3587 [3] and CVE-2017-3272 [4]. Despite being generic, the current implementation of Confuzzion has some limitations preventing it to be evaluated on the other three CVEs (CVE-2014-0456 [1], CVE-2015-4843 [2] and CVE-2018-2826 [5]). This is further detailed in section VI.

For each CVE, we first launch the fuzzer using as seed the corresponding complete public Proof-of-Concept (PoC) on a vulnerable JVM to make sure the type confusion is immediately detected. Then, we launch the fuzzer on the PoC without the last line to make sure that Confuzzion can generate a program triggering the type confusion vulnerability through mutations. Finally, we launch the fuzzer on an empty seed, to observe the time that Confuzzion takes to trigger the vulnerability without PoC. PoC, PoC-1 and PoC-* are the corresponding Proof-of-Concept classes when removing nothing, one line, or all lines, respectively. PoC-* is equivalent to an empty seed that corresponds to an empty program. We launch 10 fuzzer instances in parallel and select the binomial method selection for mutations.

CVE-2016-3587 makes the JVM unstable. In fact, executing its revealing program (POC) on it, leads the JVM to crash. Thus, the Confuzzion post-execution-check is not executed.

In a real case scenario of JVM fuzzing, inducing a crash is a desired behaviour and the capital objective, because it reveals a bug or a vulnerability. In this experiment, we are only interested in finding a specific vulnerability. For this reason we check manually the crash stack-trace, to identify if this targeted CVE was revealed or not. If we generate a program generated by Confuzzion that reveals CVE-2016-3587 and explain how to go from the crash to exploit, in our anonymous reproduction package.

The obtained results are presented in Table III. We first observe that all fuzzers have immediately identified a type confusion in the complete PoC. We observe also that all fuzzers require less than 20 seconds to find the last line of PoC-1 for CVE-2017-3272 and around 11 minutes for CVE-2016-3587. Finally, we observe that – with an empty seed – all fuzzers can generate a program to expose the type confusion vulnerability in less than 30 hours and with a median time of less than 4 hours for CVE-2017-3272, but requires longer to find CVE-2016-3587, so at least 365 hours.

We extended this experiment for CVE-2016-3587 by launching 10 instances with each of these seeds: PoC-2, PoC-3, ..., PoC-6. For each seed we stop when one of its 10 running instances crashes the JVM. The obtained results are presented in Table IV.

B. RQ2: How efficient is the Binomial Method Selection?

To understand if there is a difference in the time to find a vulnerability between the binomial method selection described in Section IV-B3 and the uniform method selection, we re-run this experiment with different seeds. The obtained results are presented in Table V.
10 instances of the fuzzer to generate a PoC for CVE-2017-3272 with this latter selection method. Results are presented in Table V.

We observe that there is a significant reduction of the median time needed to find the type confusion with our custom binomial method selection (column 2) over the classic uniform method selection (column 3). There is also a more consistent probability of success with the binomial one. Indeed, many runs lead to effectively finding the type confusion with a median of four hours, whereas with uniform selection six runs did not find it in less than 48 hours.

C. RQ3: What is the impact of small changes in the set of targeted classes by CONFUZZION?

To answer this question, we compare the time needed for CONFUZZION to find CVE-2017-3272, with different given target classes. We run the same experiment as in RQ1 for POCS, with an extended set of classes to fuzz, selected randomly from the JVM library. These sets of classes are compound of all the classes impacted by the commit introducing the CVE listed in Table I, plus a certain number X of random classes: 1, 2, 5, 10 and so on until 50, with a step of 5 classes. We note CIC the classes impacted by the commit introducing the CVE and CIC+X the set containing these classes plus X number of extra randomly selected JVM classes. To reduce arbitrariness due to the stochastic nature of CONFUZZION, we select 10 samples of each CIC+X and run the experiment 10 times for every sample, so a total of 1200 runs. We present, in Figure 1 the box-plots of the time in seconds spent by CONFUZZION to find the CVE for every experiment.

Interestingly, we observe that the fuzzer could in all cases find the CVE. The results also show that the more classes we target, the bigger the space to search, hence the slower the detection. Nevertheless, we can see that up-to 15 additional classes, the detection time remains relatively low, compared to bigger sets. The time-budget increases considerably, from an average of 143s for CIC+15 to 433s for CIC+20, then remains relatively unchanged or grows slowly with the following additions of classes. These results confirm the importance of reducing the search space of such fuzzing campaigns and that CONFUZZION is well suited for a continuous use, such as every 1 or more commits.

D. RQ4: How does CONFUZZION compare with state-of-the-art fuzzers?

1) Efficiency to detect Type Confusion vulnerabilities::

Recently Chen et al. proposed fuzzing tools to detect JVM anomalies, Classfuzz [18] and Classming [19]. Both tools are based on a differential testing approach that compares a JVM to test with a reference one which is considered stable (another JVM or a different version of the same JVM). While Classfuzz fuzzing effort is focused on finding errors in the JVM’s startup process, Classming is designed to target deeper ones, that can only be detected by a valid Java program. As far as we know, Classfuzz compares only the files loading and not the execution of the Java programs. Therefore, Classming is the only JVM fuzzer able to find complex corner-case faults such as type confusions.

Classming error finding efficiency, same as Classfuzz, depends on the initialization Java program (seed) which is the origin of all the testing inputs (Java programs generated by mutation) generated by the fuzzer. Considering also the fact that its set of mutation operators limits the input generation to Java programs having only the same set of methods invoked in the initialisation program, its chances are limited to detect type confusion vulnerabilities since these would probably require creating/invoking new classes and making several method invocations. In fact, Classming mutates the given seed by inserting or removing a Jimple instruction and its required labels from the following 5 ones, called Hooking Instructions (HI): (1) goto, (2) return, (3) throw, (4) lookupswitch, and (5) tableswitch. So, even in a perfect case scenario, with a seed that is very close to a type confusion revealing program, which contains a call to a method exposing the vulnerability, such tool would fail to automatically infer a type confusion revealing program, at all or at least in a reasonable amount of time.

Furthermore, our study of the type confusions exposed by JVMs in the 5 last years showed that the same type confusion persists from a version to another through the JDK updates. For instance, the vulnerability CVE-2014-0456 was introduced in the Java version 1.6.0-14, persisted in the following 44 publicly released versions of the JDK, to be finally discovered and fixed in the version 1.7.0-55. Both ClassFuzz and ClassMing’s algorithms detect faults by differential testing operated under the strong assumption that the chosen JVM of reference is stable. Therefore, they would only discover such a persistently hidden flaw if they test a vulnerable JVM version (i.e. 1.7.0-51) against a JVM version prior to the vulnerability introduction one, the version 1.6.0-14. While in a real case scenario, before discovering a vulnerability, it is unknown which JVM is vulnerable and which one can be used as reference to reveal it. Thus, it is unlikely for a differential testing approach to discover such flaw, unless exhaustively executing each generated program with all previous JVM versions one by one, as the reference JVM which would considerably slow down the approach. Our approach does not make such an assumption since it bases its
We excluded Java application fuzzers from this experiment because of the following two reasons. First, they are designed to test Java programs instead of generating Java programs to test JVMs. Second, they crash, hang or fail to execute normally when they target the JVM classes.

2) Fuzzing speed: To answer this research question, we show that the speed of CONFUZZION is relatively similar to the state of the art java application fuzzers: Java-AFL [16], Kelinci [15] and JQF. Being not able to fuzz a JVM, we run these reference fuzzers against a Java program that reads a given file as an image with the javax.imageio.ImageIO class. In every iteration, the fuzzers execute the program with an input file, aiming to reveal an unexpected behaviour.

In Table VI we illustrate the speed of the above mentioned fuzzers as well as the speed of CONFUZZION under two different configurations of its multi-threading feature: disabled and enabled with 2 threads, which we note correspondingly as Conf-JVM and Conf-2thr.

### Table VI

**Comparison of CONFUZZION’s JVM-Fuzzing speed (iterations per second) with Java fuzzers speed in fuzzing an image loading program.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuzzer</th>
<th>Conf-JVM</th>
<th>Conf-2thr</th>
<th>Java-AFL</th>
<th>Kelinci</th>
<th>JQF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We observe that JQF is by far the fastest among all compared tools with a speed achieving 1000 iterations per second. This is mainly due to the fact that the CUT and the test to fuzz remain unchanged during the fuzzing campaign. Thus, it loads and instruments the java program on startup, then executes the same JUnit test with different inputs in every iteration. Although the JVM-fuzzing task is more resource-consuming (code generation, compilation and execution) compared to the image loading fuzzing one, CONFUZZION-JVM has a similar speed as conventional fuzzers such as Java-AFL and Kelinci. Enabling the multi-threading feature makes CONFUZZION-2thr. 10 times faster than those fuzzers.

**E. RQ5: How does CONFUZZION compare with Randoop in terms of type confusion revealing?**

Research in automated test generation lead to the creation of a solid state-of-the-art collection of generators, such as Randoop [29], Evosuite [30], JTExpert [31] and T3 [32]. These tools generate executable sequences of instructions followed by optional validation assertions targeting specific methods or classes to test. Operating in a white-box manner, they are able to capture the behaviour of the internal methods of the given code under test (CUT), and not just of the software as a whole. Thus, we think that such tools might be able to discover confusion types by generating a sequence of instructions that contains the right order and combination of JVM core method calls with the adequate parameter values.

Randoop [29] and Evosuite [30] are commonly used in research as the continuously maintained mature state-of-the-art automated test generators [33] [34]. Unlike Randoop, Evosuite operates only under the assumption that the given CUT is stable (does not present any fault) thus creates only valid tests that are useful for regression and does not output any error revealing tests. Thus, as we aim at comparing CONFUZZION against automated test generators in terms of type confusion finding, we only select Randoop as our baseline to answer this research question.

Randoop is a feedback guided generator operating with an Incremental Random Search algorithm to construct valid sequences that can cover the most of the code under test. In every iteration, a sequence of instructions is generated then executed, in order to be classified as either an error-revealing or regression one to output, or as redundant or invalid to discard. Only regression sequences are kept as valid sources of arguments for the following generation iterations. Once the given time-budget is consumed, the test generator outputs the regression and error-revealing sequences in well formatted executable JUnit [35] test suites, one for each type. Confusion Type flaws are not detectable by default in the post-check execution of Randoop, thus sequences revealing confusion types execute normally on a vulnerable JVM and are classified as valid regression ones.

To enable Randoop to detect the targeted JVM flaws, we added a dedicated post-checking predicate that compares the result type of every instruction with the expected one. Because of Randoop’s post-check customisation limitation, we had to modify its source-code responsible for checking the generated sequences execution, in order to add an extra predicate that prints a message in the terminal, every time a confusion type is revealed. Our changes have been applied on the current master branch then tested and validated with a manually crafted sequence that reveals a type confusion.

Randoop is not able to find CVE-2014-0456 as it fails to run on JVMs of version 7 and prior. We execute it for 24 and 48 hours on the 4 left CVEs corresponding vulnerable JVM versions 10 times with different seeds in parallel on the same environment as the experiments driven in [V-A] V-B
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and \( V \subset C \) with different configuration parameters of: time-budget, classes to generate tests for and enabling/disabling multi-threading. In all cases, Randoop fails either to find any confusion type or to execute properly. To exclude the possibility that our confusion type post-check is responsible for these failures, we execute these configurations with the original current released version of Randoop, 4.2.4.

For a fair comparison with CONFUZZION, we started by passing only the CIC classes as code-under-test (CUT), same as in \( V-A \) and in \( V-B \). Because of Randoop’s disability to generate tests for abstract classes, it quits directly the test-generation runs for CVE-2017-3272. This is not the case for the other CVEs, where only few or none of the changed classes are abstract. We decide then to pass all the JCL classes as CUT. This made Randoop crash or fail because of memory issues.

Another attempt to overcome the limitations of instrumentation and abstract classes testing was to enlarge the input CUT to the classes exposing the vulnerability and their dependent classes (collected using jdeps [36]). This lead Randoop to crash with similar issues, as when passing the whole JVM as CUT.

The multi-threading feature caused Randoop to fail before the expiration of the allocated budget-time, so we decided to disable it.

With the only working configuration, passing only the CIC as CUT and disabling the multi-threading, Randoop run successfully until time-budget expiration, on the vulnerable JVMs 1.8.0u25, 1.8.0u92 and 9. However, it did not find any type confusion.

To guide Randoop even further towards such a flaw discovery, in addition to limiting the targeted CUT to the CIC, we added to its initialization String variables the value "invokeBasic" so that it could use it directly as a parameter in its method calls and eventually create a sequence similar to the PoC. Even in such a perfect case scenario and after 48h of execution, Randoop failed to reveal any type confusion.

VI. DISCUSSION

Unfortunately, CONFUZZION has limitations which prevents it from detecting all type confusion vulnerabilities. These limitations are not only present in CONFUZZION but are, for the most of them, well known limitations of testing tools targeting Java applications or the JVM.

Handling Exceptions. As far as we know, none of the current fuzzers for the JVM generate try/catch blocks. CONFUZZION has some basics mutations such as calling a method or adding a new field, but does not currently support try/catch blocks either. Efficiently handling try/catch block is a challenging open problem. Indeed, for a given Java program with \( n \) instructions, there are \( \frac{n(n+1)}{2} \) possibilities to adding a single try block. Thus, the search space, which is already huge, explodes. Unfortunately, this prevents current tools including CONFUZZION from detecting certain vulnerabilities such as CVE-2014-0456.

Loops. Loops are, similarly to try/catch blocks, increasing significantly the search space. Vulnerabilities which require to execute some instruction blocks multiple times \( might \) not be detected by confusion. However, at least theoretically, CONFUZZION is able to generate a code equivalent to the unrolled version of the code to detect the vulnerability.

Java version 9 and above. CONFUZZION currently only targets Java version 8 and below and cannot generate programs with features from Java 9 or above. Thus, it currently cannot find type confusions in features that have been added to the Java API since version 9. For instance, the vulnerability of CVE-2018-2826 relies on a new API method introduced in Java 9 and cannot, therefore, be detected by CONFUZZION.

Handling JIT. The JVM optimizes code that runs often using different compilers such as the C1 or C2 compilers [37] [38]. Our approach does not aim at triggering compiler C1 or C2. CONFUZZION might thus not be unable to discover type confusion vulnerabilities which rely on bugs in these compilers. As far as we know, none of the other JVM fuzzers target these compilers either.

Compiling Input Programs. Our implementation currently relies on Soot to generate .class files. Improving speed by enabling faster program compilation is a key matter for future use of the fuzzer.

Intermediate Representation. CONFUZZION relies on Jimple to generate input programs. While this intermediate representation allows to generate any .class file that can be generated from Java source code, it cannot generate all .class files that a tool based on mutation at the bytecode level could generate. However, bytecode level mutation have a high chance of producing an invalid class file. Their execution on the JVM would thus mainly test the code responsible from class loading. With fuzzing we avoid generating invalid class files as we aim at testing the code behind class loading.

Incremental compilation. CONFUZZION compiles the intermediate representation mutant into an executable class file. One can think of incremental compilation [39] as a more effective way of adding code mutations to the mutant. For now, CONFUZZION does not use incremental compilation but it could be a performance improvement (number of mutants compiled per second). However, as the generated mutants are rather small, it may not bring a decent improvement over a standard complete compilation.

VII. RELATED WORK

A. Fuzzing tools

CONFUZZION is a fuzzer as it tries many inputs into a target program, the JVM. These inputs are obtained through high level Jimple mutations compared to AFL bit-level mutations. It also uses the seed concept as it can take a predefined input before execution and then applies mutations on it.

The genetic aspect of fuzzers is not used by CONFUZZION because combining programs is not the same task as combining binary files. Also, because CONFUZZION is mainly blinded over the current score of a mutant, it cannot rank the different mutants to select and apply a genetic algorithm as AFL does.
While AFL [1] and CONFUZZION are based on mutations regarding a set of seed files, there exist generation-based fuzzers that are not using mutations but instead are constantly generating a new input. IQF [14] is an effective Java fuzzer that uses a generator-based structured fuzzing approach that can be guided by AFL or Zest [17]. This means the seed that feeds the generator will mutate according to the guidance and its sensors (coverage, exceptions, ...). In the end the seed controls the random behaviour of the generator but not directly the end result that is created according to generator rules. Kelinci [15] is another Java fuzzer but uses only AFL on an instrumented Java program. The instrumentation is similar to the AFL one, except that it is on Java bytecode. Here an intermediate program called Driver is used to link between AFL and Kelinci (C and Java) in order to transfer coverages and inputs. JAVA-AFL [16] is another mutation-based fuzzer based on AFL and Kelinci (C and Java) in order to transfer coverages and inputs. JAVA-AFL brings AFL-like instrumentation to Java programs. CONFUZZION is faster than JAVA-AFL and Kelinci because of the absence of coverage that means no instrumentation needed.

B. Random test generation

Randoop [40] uses a list of public methods available for each class. When generating sequences, Randoop reuses previous sequences that are valid. CONFUZZION also uses a list of targets that corresponds to some classes, but it does not use the Randoop concept of sequences. In fact, sequences are defined within a simple method body, but CONFUZZION is working in a multi-level context where a value may come from a complex previous sequence like a field, a return value or a specific parameter. Inside CONFUZZION a sequence cannot be used independently as Randoop does.

Thanks to our approach that does not use sequences, CONFUZZION is less dependent on the seed for the result thus the Feedback-Controlled [41] approach is not used as-is by CONFUZZION. However, the fuzzer uses a similar approach to select the next method to call based on the number of previous crashes.

C. JVM implementation testing

Research on testing JVM implementations is at an advanced level with ClassFuzz [18] and ClassMing [19] being quite powerful. These tools aim at general JVM bugs, which can be found efficiently when targeting only the language features and not the related API. In contrast CONFUZZION aims at a specific class of bugs that is outside the scope of ClassFuzz and ClassMing. At the same time, CONFUZZION follows the work line of ClassFuzz and ClassMing and uses successive mutations on class files with Soot, but with different mutations. Another difference is that CONFUZZION does not require an initialisation seed and does not need a reference JVM enabling higher flexibility when testing. Interestingly, these approaches could be combined providing an interesting avenue for future research.

D. Test-program generation

In addition to JVM implementation testing, test-program generation is commonly used in compiler testing literature [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. The main goal of this line of work is to stress the compiler and reveal corner cases, typically in compiler optimization or parsing features of the compilers. To do so, most of the studies focus on the use of the language features, syntax and supported structures, while CONFUZZION focuses on the core language API and its semantics at the JVM implementation level. Another difference is that CONFUZZION aims at the checking of the program’s semantic at run-time, after compilation.

VIII. Conclusion

Thanks to Confuzzion we now have a tool to generate complex programs at decent speed in order to find flaws inside the JVM such as type confusions or other object related issues. We measured a significant improvement in binomial method selection based on the failure rate over the classic uniform method selection. This leads to a faster finding of type confusions by concentrating efforts on those complex methods.

We believe that Confuzzion is the beginning of a global thinking about how type confusion can be detected inside the Java Virtual Machine. Although it seems primitive, it is also quite efficient when targeting specific classes. As such, to find unknown type confusions, we can list all modified classes since previous release and target each one (or a combination of some of them) in order to reduce the search space.

Also, the current median time needed to find a type confusion (4 hours for CVE-2017-3272) is small enough (< 24 hours) to be useful in practice. This is a direct consequence of the mean speed we achieved at more than 100 execs/s where exec represents the whole association of: applying a new mutation, adding a type confusion detector, compiling the entire program and finally executing it.
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